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NEWSLETTER

Donald S. Miller
The other day, as I was waiting for a bus, I recalled an event that happened when I was a young
man, learning to be an archaeologist.
I was in Santa Barbara County and working
with one of the greatest California archaeologists
who will never be recognized as such. It was
ecember and very cold. There were only three of
~- We were going to excavate a couple of test pits
(units) in a site over the first range of mountains.
We were in a small cabin. The only heat was
from a wood burning stove. I arrived early. The
door was unlocked so I waited. I was a little worried because of the normal insecurity of only having been on one excavation and wondering if I
would perform well enough to succeed on my second.

test pits with great expectations. I was young and
flattered to be a part of archaeology.
I don't remember what Pat and Bill exchanged,
although I know it was of a grand scale. After they
opened their presents and laughed I thought it was
over. But it wasn't.
As we drank our wine, singing Christmas
carols, Bill reached under the bed and pulled out a
rectangular gift wrapped present.
"Don," Bill said, "this is for you."
I was surprised and felt somewhat guilty because I didn't buy then a present. But I slowly removed the Christmas paper What did I find?
It was a grey metal tool box. I was puzzled.

I started a fire in the stove and waited for the
heat to spread through the room. When it was comfortable I heard the sound of a Volkswagon pull into
the driveway. It was Bill and Pat. They came inall smiles-with gift wrapped packages. I suddenly realized that it was Christmas Eve and I hadn't
bought a thing (I didn't have the money to buy anything anyway).
We didn't have a tree.
It was warm in the room and we talked of the

I opened it, slowly.
MARSHALTOWN
TROWEL,
WHISK
BROOM, CAMEL'S HAIR BRUSH, DENTAL
PICKS, and other "instruments" of the profession!
There are few times in an archaeologist's life
that equal the moment when they receive their first
digging kit.
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number of archaeologists doing it. Even those of us
stationed in academic institutions find ourselves
involved with CRM on a daily basis. Where are we
going to find the time to publish at a faster rate?
Perhaps we should wish for another period of higher loan interest rates so that the rate of development, and therefore CRM studies, decreases.

COMMENTS ON CltARTkoff's
ASSESSMENT of ARcliAEOLOGiCAl
PublisltiNG iN CAlifORNiA
Michael A. Glassow
Is the rate of publishing the results of archaeological investigat.ions in California really as
dismal as Joe Chartkoff implies? If so, are Joe's
proposed solutions to the problem viable? In my
opinion, Joe has presented a distorted picture of
publishing in California, and as a result he has not
properly identified what the problem or problems
are. In short, I do not see the crisis he does.
Joe's analysis depends upon data that could be
interpreted in a number of ways. He argues that
tabulations of published and unpublished literature
cited in Moratto's California Archaeology bibliography indicate a decline in publication since 1978.
However, he fails to consider that Moratto completed writing the book a year prior to publication and
that the significance of literature published since
1980 would,not_h_avehe.ea-complet.ely realized at the- time Moratto was writing his chapters. One could
also argue that California as a region is not any
less represented in American Antiquity than
many other regions of North America. Finally,
other tabulated data used by Joe give some indication of a net increase in the publication rate over the
last ten years.
What Joe has documented is that unpublished
literature (however this was defined) is increasing
at a significantly faster rate than published literature, and I agree that there is some cause for concern here. However if we consider why this trend
is occurring, it could be construed as a sign of
health rather than sickness. Without being able to
cite hard data, I believe this trend is due largely to
the increasing responsiveness of governmental
agencies to the state and federal laws requiring
assessment of archaeological resources and mitigation of impacts to them. I certainly see this happening in Santa BaTbara and neighboring counties.

On the other hand, I sense that the rate of publication is actually beginning to increase. A couple
of new university-based papers series were started
in the last couple of years (we are getting one off the
ground here at UCSB); Richard Hughes's obsidian
study was just published in the University of California's Publications in Anthropology, and another monograph dealing with California archaeology will be published in this series within a year;
and Coyote Press has begun to make available an
increasing number of more definitive CRM reports, Masters theses, and the like. Moreover a
wide variety of established series such as the Pacific Coast Archaeological Society Quarterly remain
active. Coyote Press, in particular, should be commended for the significant impact they are having
on publication of California archaeological literature.
- -one-oCJOe's -principal concerns is the low visibility of California archaeology in the general archaeological literature. I am surprised that he did
not consider the likely impact of his and Moratto's,..-/
surveys of California prehistory only three years
ago. These two books will surely do much to advertise California archaeology in the archaeological community-at-large. We could do more, however by submitting more articles to publication
media with national or international circulation
and not relying so exclusively on those focused on
California. Joe is correct in noting that we do have
a lot to offer to our colleagues outside of California.
This brings me to a specific problem identified
by Joe: the prospect of losing information housed in
the report archives managed by the state's regional
information centers. All we need is one of those
archives to be destroyed in a fire for a significant
loss to occur. Yet I don't think anyone envisions
that every 5- or 10-page survey or testing report
should be published or otherwise widely distributed. Still, taken as an aggregate, these reports are
important in documenting where particular kinds
of archaeological resources are and are not. One
solution might be to develop master archives of
these reports in Sacramento to complement the regional archives. A better solution would be to put

Ideally, publishing should keep up with the production of unpublished reports, and we should be
working to insure that it does. Joe does not recognize, however, that the increase in CRM work has
not been offset completely by an increase in the
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shortly after birth, and the Proceedings initiated
two years ago has gone nowhere. As Susan Hector
noted in the last Newsletter the current Executive
Board is attempting to address this situation
through development of strategies that take into
consideration the scarcity of time nearly everybody in California has to devote to writing and
editing. In the end, the whole SCA membership has
to be committed to ensuring that SCA becomes and
remains active in publishing the results of our
research.

all the reports on microfilm or microfiche, which
can readily be duplicated and would also cut down
on the cost of storage space. Microfiche, in particular, would allow virtually all archives to be made
available to anybody needing this more mundane
information.
SCA could do a lot more to promote publication.
Indeed, SCA's record of involvement in publication over the last couple of decades has been so
minimal as to be nothing short of irresponsible.
The Schenk Archives fell by the wayside, the attempt to get a monograph series going fizzled

SCA NEWS
A MESSAGE fROM SCA
PREsidENT SusAN HECTOR

portant resolutions. These are printed elsewhere
in the Newsletter. The Public Awareness program
will provide SCA recognition to qualified archaeology programs throughout the state. The Information Center matching grant for $1,000 pledged to
the SCA by a contractor will be used to address specific problems with the Regional Information Centers. Note: This is a Matching grant; we must
come up with $1,000 in funds ourselves to obtain the
$1,000 pledged by the contractor Donations from
members and other societies (such as local or
county archaeology groups) will be needed. Any
amount is appropriate: $5, or whatever. Any
matching funds should be sent to the Business Office; please designate on the check that the funds
are to be used for the matching grant.

There are several important items that the
membership should be aware of. Since space is
limited, I will address them without further prologue.
1. The SCA Executive Board has established the

SCA Student Paper Award. This award will be
given at the Banquet to an outstanding graduate or
undergraduate student for a research paper. There
are several requirements:
a

The paper must be presented at the Annual
Meeting.

b. The written version of the paper cannot exceed 20 pages in length.

4. The Southern California Data Sharing Meeting
will be on October 10, at UCLA, hosted again by
John Parker. We encourage the development of
symposia for this meeting. The Northern California Data Sharing Meeting will be October 31, at
University of California, Davis, hosted by Glenn
Farris. Please contact John or Glenn at the addresses in the back of the Newsletter to schedule
your papers.

c. The paper must conform to the Proceedings
format (see below).
d. The paper will receive top billing in the annual Proceedings, and special recognition
from the president of the SCA.
e

The paper must be submitted to the Executive Board by January 1, 1988.

5. Last but not least, there are two federal issues
currently under development that will directly affect the SCA and our membership. We ask the
membership to contact our senators and representatives to let them know how important archaeology
and historic preservation are to California.

I encourage students to apply for this award. It
will be valuable statewide recognition for your research efforts.

2. I have received a sufficient quantity of papers to
fill a Proceedings volume. Those who sent in material or indicated a willingness to submit material before the deadline will receive the style guide,
which is in development by Mike Glassow. Those
who did not contact the Executive Board or send in a
letter or note of intent will not see their papers in the
1987 Proceedings volume.

-The first issue is federal funding for the SHPO
offices in Sacramento. The administration has
recommended a huge cut for the Historic Preservation Fund (HPF) for 1988. The bulk of this fund
pays for the state SHPO offices. Keeping the SHPO
office funded is imperative for California archaeology; if the State Plan is going to go any-

3. The SCA Executive Board has adopted two im-
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where, funding at an appropriate level must be obtained. Other SHPO functions such as the development of archaeology data bases and review of
CRM studies will also be impaired by the proposed
funding cuts. The SHPO staff also review National Register applications. In addition, California
has traditionally received far less of a proportion of
the HPF than we should. The percentage allocated
should be calculated based on population. Eastern
states, where there has been more vocal support for
preservation activities, have received far more of a
proportion of the fund than California.

Resolution
for the Establishment and Operation of an Archaeological
Information Center Fund
WHEREAS: The membership of the Society for
California Archaeology (SCA) at its 1987 general meeting did vote to establish a fund to aid
the statewide Archaeological Information
Center System, and,
WHEREAS: There is a need to set up and coordinate the use of this fund with other moneys
coming from the State Office of Historic
Preservation to these Information Centers,

-The Society for Historical Archaeology supports
the Abandoned Shipwreck Act of 1987 This bill
(H.R. 74 and S. 858) will grant proprietary rights
over shipwrecks to the states where the wrecks are
found. Currently the rights are decided by
admiralty courts.
For your convenience, Senators Alan Cranston
and Pete Wilson can be contacted at: U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC 20510. Your representative can
be contacted at: U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, DC 20510. If you don't know who
your representative, you can find out by looking up
the federal offices in your telephone book. Be in·
formed!! Your letters really make a difference. I
have seen many positive results from lette_! cam- _
paigns.
Please contact me at the address given in the
back of the Newsletter to express any concerns or
interests you might have. This is your organization, and will be what you make it.

SCA ExEcuTivE BoARd
MEETiNGS SET

1

The Archaeological Information Center Fund
(AICF) shall be established and maintained
separately from the SCA general fund or other
special funds.

2. The AICF shall be established in the most eco- nomically advantageous fashion depending on
the current economic climate and in keeping
with the restrictions placed on moneys of nonprofit corporations. Examples include: interest
bearing savings and/or checking accounts, T
bills and other certificates of deposit, etc. The
only limitation is that there should be no risk to
the principal invested.
3. The SCA Executive Board shall meet with the
director of the Statewide Archaeological Inventory (based in the State Office of Historic
Preservation) on an annual basis to obtain information on the needs and the dissemination
of state funds to the Regional Information
Centers.

SCA President Susan Hector has set Executive
Board meetings for the following dates:
October 10, 1987
January 16, 1988
March 24, 1988

4. The SCA Executive Board shall decide, by resolution, at a regular meeting, where and how
much of the AICF should be spent. Such decision shall take into account the needs of the
Regional Information Center System as well
as the availability of State funds.

Because most board members live in Southern
California, most meetings will be in the south, possibly at UCLA. The March 24, 1988 meeting will be
in Redding during the Annual Meetings. Also, a
meeting may be scheduled with the Southern Data
Sharing Meetings. Contact Susan or any of the
other officers for details.

5. Funds may be provided as an outright grant or
6. If an emergency condition arises at any of the
Regional Information Centers, a special meeting of the SCA Executive Board may authorize
the expenditure of funds at any time to lessen
the severity of said emergency.

NEXT NEWS DEAdliNE
AUGUST

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Society for California Archaeology Executive
Board does hereby approve the following guidelines and criteria for the establishment and use
of the Information Center Fund:
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SCA Executive Board

The SCA Executive Board shall appoint one of
its members as an AICF coordinator Said coordinator shall have the authority to develop
and carry out fund raising programs in the
name of the SCA and shall act as the liaison
between the SCA and the Statewide Archaeological Inventory System.

All newly received and completed forms will
be reviewed at each regularly scheduled SCA
Executive Board Meeting. Executive board review
will focus on the public educational and professional merits of the program, its safety record
and its commitment to resource preservation and
enhancement. In addition, the review will include
an examination of the program as it relates to academic and private sector cultural resource activities.

Resolution
Establishing a System for
Officially Recognizing Cultural
Resource Public Awareness
Programs

"Recognition" may be granted for one or more
years at the discretion of the SCA Executive Board.
"Recognition" may also be withdrawn at any time
by a 2/3 vote of the SCA Executive Board. The SCA
Executive Board may impose a fee for the services
provided by the Public Awareness Committee,
however, said fees may only be applied to those
programs which have been officially approved for
"Recognition"

WHEREAS: There are many educational programs which present archaeological, Native
American, historical, and cultural information to the general public, and,
WHEREAS: The Society for California Archaeology is committed to furthering the goals of public awareness in the areas of cultural resources, and,

Benefits for Officially Recognized Programs
All programs approved for "Recognition" by the
SCA will be entitled to the use of the SCA logo on
their printed material (providing that said logo
doesn't exceed 1/2 inch in size) and may indicate,
in print or other appropriate public medium, that the
SCA has reviewed and approved of said program
(e.g., "This program has been approved by the
Society for California Archaeology").

WHEREAS: There is a need to promote said public
programs which are educationally worthwhile
as well as academically and resource responsible,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Society for California Archaeology Executive
Board does hereby establish a "recognition program" for the purpose of promoting, coordinating, and lending support to the many public
awareness programs with the State of California.

In addition, each "Recognized" program will
be able to provide a descriptive/advertising article
for publication in the SCA Newsletter. Said articles will be published on a first-come first-served
basis. Once a year each "Recognized" program
will receive a listing of all other "Recognized"
programs. As other opportunities present themselves, the Public Awareness Committee may increase the benefits to "Recognized" programs.

Particulars
Public Awareness Committee
The Society for California Archaeology Executive Board does hereby establish a Public Awareness Committee to contact and seek applications
from any public awareness programs operating in
California. Said committee will establish a database and listing of all "Recognized" programs, edit
and submit articles concerning said programs to
the SCA Newsletter, and provide each "Recognized" program with a listing of other programs.

SouTltERN CALifoRNiA
DATA SltARiNG MEETiNGS
After much deliberation, the Executive Board
decided to hold the fall data sharing meetings at
UCLA again this year The meetings are scheduled for October 10, 1987 Coffee and donuts will be
available from 8:30 to 9:00 AM followed by presentations until 4:00 PM. Papers are being solicited.
Titles and one-page abstracts should be sent to John
Parker, Archaeology Survey, Institute of Archaeology, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024. For information, call John at (213) 825-1720 or 644-6141.

Program Requesting Recognition
The director of each program requesting SCA
"Recognition" must fill out and return a copy of the
attached form [available through the SCA Business
Office] to the Public Awareness Committee.
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ARE You PRoMoTiNG Public
AWARENESS iN ARCl-tAEOlOGY?

2. Fill out the form and return it to the same address.
3. The application will be reviewed at the next regularly scheduled SCA Executive Board meeting.

At the last SCA Executive Board meeting, a
resolution was passed (above) which can have farreaching beneficial effects for your public awareness program.. The SCA has set up a Public
Awareness Committee and Program of "Official
Recognition" to lend support to the many public
awareness programs which have been developed
and run throughout California. If you or your organization does presentations in classrooms, runs
a summer field school, a public lecture program,
an Indian Culture day-camp, museum tours, etc.,
then you can benefit from the SCA "Recognition"
program.

4. You will be notified of your program's "recognition" and asked to submit a feature article for the
SCA Newsletter (each issue will feature one program on a first-come first-served basis).
5. Your program will be able to use the SCA logo
and "Officially Recognized Public Awareness
Program" on flyers, pamphlets, and other public
documents.
6. You will receive an annual listing of all "Recognized" programs enabling you to network with
other groups doing similar work.

The program works like this:

This is a first step in an attempt to help publicize and provide a networking service for the
many dedicated individuals and groups who are
involved in public awareness programs.

1. To request an application form you call or write
to:
John Parker
Archaeological Survey
Institute of Archaeology
UCLA
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213) 644-6141

I want to hear from YOU!. If you aren't involved in Public Awareness, please pass this article along to someone who is.
John Parker
So. California Vice President

MORE ARCHAEOLOGICAL NEWS AND VIEWS
equipment, and material being donated from all
quarters of Imperial society. The IVC Museum Society has held raffles, book sales, lotteries, bingo,
guessing games, and aluminum can drives in
putting together the necessary seed money to promote heavier fund drives. A donated 4WD Dodge
truck has been rebuilt in the IVC auto shop for use
in museum construction, and will later be concerted to a tour vehicle when the facility is completed.
Hopes are high that the museum will break ground
late this year and will be ready for the anticipated
2,000 per month visitors sometime in 1988. An archaeological park, botanical garden, desert tortoise
habitat, geologic park, and a restored geoglyph will
be the major outdoor exhibits. The indoor features
will include a bookstore/gift shop, exhibits on
mineralogy prehistory history and an information center on desert and valley environments.

NEws FROM Tl-IE SouTl-IEASTERN
DESERT REGiON of CAlifoRNiA
The financial crunch in California Community Colleges over the past three years resulted in a
curtailment of field archaeology at Imperial Valley College, a 90% reduction in the budget at IVC
Museum, and the closure of several ethnographic
classes on campus. Though financial skies are
still gray they no longer are of such a dark shade.
Field classes resumed this spring, as did the class
on California Indians. Indians of the Southwest is
on the calendar for the fall, as are classes on prehistoric ceramics and prehistoric art.
The bill that Jay von Werlhof requested Representative Duncan Hunter CR-California) to present
to Congress in 1984 turning 25 acres of unused BLM
land near Ocotillo to IVC for a Desert Museum and
Information Center died twice in the House before
passage early this year, and is now nearing its final step in the Senate. The proposed museum is a
non-tax supported project-a real bootstrap operation, with monies, engineering, construction,

Jay von Werlhof s first volume of a proposed
three-volume work is now ready for distribution.
The title, Spirits of the Earth-A Study of Earthen
Art in the North American Deserts: Volume I-The
North Desert, hints that the work is limited to geoglyph and rock alignments in the desert region
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er the Lower Colorado River the Colorado Desert,
eastern San Diego County, western Arizona, and
northern Mexico.

north of the Garlock Fault, and essentially carries
an interpretation of a ritualistic response to socioeconomic crises aborigines faced in the postPleistocene period. The 310 page work displays 390
figures, including on-site photographs and drawings of each known site, aerial photographs by
Harry Casey, regional maps, and style charts/
drawings. Though discussions of the history of
earthen art studies, art, religion, and shamanism
are included, the main focus is a site-by-site description of earthen art in Panamint Valley, Eureka Valley, Death Valley, and Greenwater Valley.
An Appendix on style, and an index, complete the
work, some seven years in the making.

von Werlhof also plans to study sites in Australia, Chile, and Peru, and present a later comparative study on earthen art of the Western
Hemisphere and the downunder country.
"Holy Hill," a preceramic ceremonial knoll
1/4 mile long in Coyote Valley, southwestern
Imperial County, once contained 25 features, and
was reached by cross trails from Yuha Mesa, Pinto
Basin, Skull and Davies Valleys, and north Coyote
Valley. The site has been systematically destroyed, apparently over the past six months.

von Werlhof does not pretend this is a definitive study Indeed, he sees it as a beginning, and
hopes it will attract a multi-disciplinary interest
into a long range commitment of earthen art studies, similar to what has been done for rock art.

Stone lined circles (some joined to form multich"ambered structures), cairns, and other assemblages were totally vandalized by shovel and ORV
traffic. Large numbers of campers developed a
two-acre campground adjacent to the knoll, bunt
roads onto the site area, and excavated most of the
features. IVC Museum Society and the IVC field
class recently completed a detailed assessment
and description of the damage. They will present a
restoration plan to BLM, and will work with BLM
to develop an adequate protection and preservation
plan for the restored site.

Because of the large number of graphic displays, publication costs were high. The book sells
for $35.00 softbound and $50.00 hardbound. These
prices include tax and shipping. Orders can be
placed with IVC Museum, 442 Main Street, El Centro, CA 92243. (This work will also be available
through Coyote Press.)
Volume II will concentrate on southern Nevada
and the Mojave Basin. The final volume will cov-

Jay von W erlhof

HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
PockET CAbiN, MeNdociNo
NATiONAl fORE ST

rectangular (oil) can, and crimped and solder top
cans. The eastern flat contained cartridge cases,
lead bullets, a riveted bone handle (part of a straight
razor), cut nails, tongue joint with hole, and a few
sanitary cans. Evidence of a fence was also found
on this flat. The western flat contained a single .44
U.S. WCF cartridge case as well as a split cedar log
structure set on the slope of a draw below the flat.
The log ends are notched. Ascription of function to
these remains is enigmatic. They are situated directly adjacent to a permanent stream, possibly
representing a bridge foundation or perhaps a
water-cooled storage structure.

Historical research and archaeological investigation by Mendocino National Forest cultural resource staff was completed in January 1987 at a cabin site probably associated with a seasonal grazing
operation. Documentary and oral history research
suggested the site was attributable to the Burrows
family one of the earliest (1857) settlers in the
Stoney Creek Valley in the western foothills of the
Sacramento Valley. By 1880, the Burrows family
became one of the largest landowners and wool producers in western Glenn County Late spring and
summer grazing of higher elevations in the interior
North Coast Ranges is documented at the turn of the
century and this study strongly suggests this pattern
existed much earlier

There is no stove, few ceramics, sparse glass,
and no eating utensils. The predominant artifacts
were cut nails, cartridge cases, and cans. Two lead
bullets were recovered in a condition indicating
their probable removal from game during dressing.
One .52 Spencer case was represented by the head
only, indicating a possible case separation which
rendered the rifle inoperable. The harness remains consisted of whiffletree trimmings, welded

The site consists of three loci. The northern flat
yielded milled lumber, cut and wire nails, rock
(possible foundation remnants), harness tackle,
leather fragments, cobalt blue glass, frying pan, a
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center clips with ring chain, possibly for a wagon or
plow. For further information on this project, contact Ms. Charla Meacham Francis, Assistant Forest
Archaeologist, Upper Lake Ranger District, P .O
Box 96, Upper Lake, CA 95485. (707) 275-2361.

plastic bags, and water screened in the laboratory to
clean the material. It is anticipated that the results
of this project will be a base study for comparative
use by historic archaeologists in the region.

SAN Luis Obispo CliiNATOWN

ViTRifiEd PRoducT CoMpANY
BRick KiLNs, SAN DiEGO

The City of San Luis Obispo will be constructing
a multi-story parking structure on Palm Street between Morro and Chorro Streets. The property was
the location of San Luis Obispo's Chinatown, dating
from the 1860s. Historical photographs and Sanborn
maps show wooden shanties in 1874, followed by the
construction of more substantial buildings and the
brick Ah Louis store in 1886. There were gambling
houses, stores, a temple, and an opium den along an
unpaved street bordered by wooden sidewalks. Most
structures were demolished in the 1950s for the construction of the present surface parking lot.

Working for the County of San Diego, RECON
archaeologists have completed excavations at the
Vitrified Products Company's brick kilns near Old
Town San Diego. Historic research indicated that
the factory began operations in the early 1920s and
continued until the second world war A total of four
circular kilns were excavated. Only the subterranean portions remained, since the factory site
had been razed for subsequent construction projects.
However the subsurface preservation was relatively good. One of the four kilns was in poor condition.
The remaining three represented two distinct types
of downdraft kilns. After the kilns were exposed,
they were partially dismantled to provide information about their inner construction and functions.
Samples of bricks and product were collected.
Aerial photographs from the 1920s show associated
factory buildings, but these were not found during
the course of the project.

Two limited tests were conducted by Robert
Hoover in September 1986 at the corners of the property. Heavy sticky black clay containing Chinese
cultural materials extended to a depth of about one
meter
Chinese artifacts included utilitarian
brownwares, decorated procelains, and cedadon
teacups. Various Anglo bottles and metal objects
were also recovered. Redwood boards were used to
line trash and privy pits, as at other Chinese sites.
The City of San Luis Obispo is reviewing proposals
for such work at the time of this submission (March
27 1987).

JoliNsoN-TAyloR AdobE,
SAN DiEGO
The San Diego County Archaeological Society is
on the verge of signing a contract with the County of
San Diego, Department of Parks and Recreation,
for the use of the historic Johnson-Taylor Adobe,
where SDCAS has conducted a volunteer excavation
program over the past three years. This winter, the
SDCAS volunteers have worked with a San Diego
State University History Department class in Historical Archaeology These two groups have concentrated on excavating refuse areas south of the
existing ranch house. Earlier excavations by SDCAS and RECON resulted in the discovery of a
Mexican period occupation at the site, which was
thought to have been first occupied in 1862. Extensive excavations inside the adobe revealed earlier
floors, foundations, and features. It is anticipated
with the signing of the agreement between the
County and SDCAS that a long-term interpretive
program will begin this spring under the direction
of Dr Susan Hector Contact her at RECON 1276
Morena Boulevard, San Diego, CA 92120 for further
information on the above three projects.

SAN DiEGO DuMp
Under the direction of Susan M. Hector, RECON
archaeologists have been conducting archaeological excavations at two historic sites in the City of
San Diego. Last spring, test excavations were conducted at the dump used by the City of San Diego between 1885 and 1920. An extensive deposit of material was discovered, representative of City disposal
patterns from the tum of the century A large sample of material was collected and is currently under
analysis. Although the site had been heavily pothunted for many years, relatively intact buried deposits were found. Hotel ware, household items, industrial materials, and many other types of artifacts were recovered. All portions of the dump were
sampled with 2 x 2 meter units. No horizontal concentrations of functional groups were noted. The
units were excavated over one meter deep; the
recovery was nearly all cultural since very little
soil was present. The levels were shovelled into
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ARos-SERRANO AdobE,
RivERsidE CouNTY
Greenwood and Associates has completed studies of the Aros-Serrano Adobe (CA-RIV-2778) in
Riverside County as part of the ongoing Prado
Basin Flood Control Project. The approach was interdisciplinary including historical research
(Anne Q. Duffield), Excavation (John M. Foster),
NAA and XRF analyses of locally made Southern
California Brown Ware (Jay D. Frierman), palynology of adobe bricks and mortar (Michael Gregory and James Schoenwetter), and interpretation of
historical fauna (Sherri M. Gust).

model which stratified Euro-Anglo, MexicanAmerican, Native Indian, and other ethnic groups
by economic standing over a region about 50 miles
square. The purpose of the model was to provide a
foundation upon which future contract archaeology
in historic sites would build in years to come.
Utilizing concepts presented by Timothy B. Riordan and William H. Adams in the 1985 issue of
Historical Archaeology, and Joel L. Klein's 1973
article on model testing, data recovered from the
yardscape around the 1882-1908 Corrizo Adobe was
examined. The Mexican-Americans who built the
site arrived from Sonora, Mexico in 1868 with nothing and acculturated as egg ranchers during an
economic boom in California. Ethnic selection of
commodities would have been affected by the 1887
bust cycle and growth in the C~rrisoza family to 12
children by 1908. Public historian Meredith Vezina
was assigned the task of mapping all the retail outlets and access roads, documenting archival store
records which might reveal sources of manufacture
of products, and records of consumer selection. Mr.
Steve Van Wormer analyzed the artifacts for maker's marks and regions of manufacture. Ms. Lynn
Christiansen analyzed floral and faunal remains
to address sub-problems relating to food selection
and status. A four-hour seminar with brad Bartel of
the San Diego State University Anthropology Department and Raymond Starr, Coordinator of the
Public History Program at San Diego State University and the team is planned for May, 1987, and
should result in a fair assessment of the success of
such a research-designed program.

Field work revealed an unusual example of
adobe architecture in transition. The structure,
built ca. 1860, embodied a center hall plan with
rooms opening off both sides of a corridor which was
utilized for many of the domestic activities, and an
indoor kitchen. Yet it retained such traditional aspects as a massive stone foundation, lack of fireplace, use of mud mortar, plaster, and whitewash; it
had a loft and outdoor well and bathing facility.
The ceramics showed the same diversity· Indian
pottery, mocha chamber pots, and early British imports, and food remains illustrated the use of native
game animals and home butchering, as well as
participation in a commercial market economy.
From the regional historical perspective, the
Prado Basin has been occupied since the days of the
earliest ranchos, was increasingly settled by Anglo
families as the lands were divided, and shared in
the real estate boom of the 1880s in southern California. The cultural transitions demonstrated at this
site are interpreted as a function both of chronology
and the measure of acculturation of two long-resident Hispanic families. The report is available
from Environmental Section, U.S . Army Corps of
Engineers, Los Angeles District, P.O. Box 2711, Los
Angeles, CA 90053.

This regional research approach to historic sites
archaeology will be used by the County government
to assess (1) the value of historic ruins to social science and (2) the significance of impact of various
land use permits to historic sites in the process of
permit issuance. The model can become a management tool right along with zoning, historic ordinances, and other planning mechanisms. Distribution of the model will be an important public relations device to assist private land owners in
respecting historic sites.

CARRisozA AdobE, SAN
DiEGO COUNTY
Legal settlement for the deliberate bulldozing of
a 19th century Mexican adobe (no trinomial) within
a protective open space easement in 1985 financed
the preparation of a research design for the Mountain Empire area of San Diego County. Staff archaeologist Ronald V. May for the County Department of Planning and Land Use organized a team
of public historians, contract archaeologists, and an
anthropology professor to develop a commodity-flow

BALLAST PoiNT, SAN
DiEGO COUNTY
Since 1981, Ronald V May has directed excavations, supervised analysis, and supervised commemorative events at the site of the 1796 Spanish
"Fort Guijarros" on Ballast Point in San Diego Bay
The ruins were buried under tons of landfill be-
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t~een 1916 a?d 1942 by the U.S. Army Coast Artillery. Stratified layers include U.S. Army trash
from the 1~5th Company of Coast Artillery, hundreds of uniform collar tabs, buckles insignia and
muni~ion casings, mess ware, and' broken ~lass
containers. Below lay a 30 cm thick midden of
~easy sand, marine fauna, whale vertebrae, clay
pipes, broken glass, and rusted iron from the 1858 to
1873 Whaling Station. The midden contained marine shell, fish seal and whale bones, and saw-cut
cattle and goat. Whaler's ceramics were limited to
luster ware, flow blue, Staffordshire earthen ware
and Scottish stone ware ale bottles. Below lay th~
rubble of fired clay architectural tiles, which were
torn off the walls of the fort in 1840. A cross-section
revealed the terraplein to have been an earth and
cobble platform about two meters above the beach
decked with redwood, and with tile breastwork~
crenulated for ten guns. Spanish artifacts from
trash pits exposed in 1983 and 1984 included San
Elizario Polychrome, Wavy Rim Blue-on-White,
Puebla Blue-on-White, and Monterey Polychrome
majolica, leather scraps, and splintered cattle bone.

(Q)

CoMpUTERpkilEs

by Gary S. Breschini and Trudy Haversat
It has been a while since we had the space for this
column and a lot has happened in the computer industry. Perhaps the most useful advances for archaeologists are in the field called desktop publishing, which was pioneered by Apple in 1985 with the
introduction of the LaserWriter printer (this newsletter has been produced on a Macintosh using a
LaserWriter since mid-1985).

In the last few years word processors have
grown to include more of the features originally
found in page layout programs, while page layout
programs now include many of the features of word
processors as well as advanced layout capabilities.
For this newsletter we still use a word processor
(Word 3.0), but by next issue we should be using a
new page layout program called XPress.
Also introduced to the microprocessor world in
the last few years is the technology whereby scanners can transmit both text and graphics directly to
the computer. Once in the computer, at least on the
Macintosh side of the aisle, the bit-mapped graphics
from the scanner can be redone with a sophisticated
drawing program from Adobe called Illustrator
resulting in high-quality line art. You might see
some examples of this in the next issue as well.

The 1796 fort was one of three built by Spain after
George Vancouver passed the Pacific Coast of Mexico in survey of harbor defenses. Spain fought the
battle of San Diego Bay on March 22, 1803, and Mexico fought a similar battle in 1828. The site is now
managed by the U.S. Navy as a submarine base.
The Fort Guijarros Museum Foundation was
established in 1981 and included officers from the
San Diego County Archaeological Society Peninsula Chamber of Commerce, Cabri11o Historical
Association, San Diego Cannoneers, San Diego
Historical Society, Case de Espana, and San Diego
State University Center for Regional History, and
the Commanding Officer of the U.S. Naval Submarine Base on the Board of Directors. The collections
remain in a high security cage on the submarine
base and excavation materials in an historic 1898
Coast Artillery bunker tunnel. May chairs all the
committees, supervises the analysis and research,
and coordinates public exhibits with curators
Stanley R. and Judy Berryman. Exhibits have
traveled through banks, schools, libraries,
government offices, and universities. Several
articles have been published on the Spanish fort,
whaling station, U .S . Army occupation of Fort
Rosecrans, and the first issue of the Fort Guijarros
Quarterly was distributed in March of 1987 An international symposium on whaling was conducted
by the Foundation at the SHA meetings in Sacramento, California, in 1986. The June 1987 plans are
to return to the walls to micromap architectural relationships to the foundation.

Computer programs tend to grow until they use
up all of a computer's available memory and processing power In the pioneering days of microcomputers (1978) we started with 16K (just over
16,000) bytes of memory-in those days the maximum was 64K That wasn't enough. Then came the
IBM with the ability to use 640K, then the Macintosh
with lM (over 1,000K). And even that wasn't
enough. For this newsletter we now use the Macintosh II computer with 2M of memory and room to
expand to SM. That's enough-for now .... But given
a few months to catch up, programmers will gobble
all of that memory and we'll need even more.
But with the increasing sophistication in computer hardware and software, archaeologists are
able to produce more and better quality reports in
less time than ever before. This naturally means
that we can now become even more overextended.

NEXT NEWS DEAdliNE
AUGUST 2~'
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Society for Ca{ijornia Ylrcfiaeo{ogy
'Tlie Society for CaCifomia .71.rcfzaeofogy is a non-prefit scientific an£ eaucationaC
corporation. Its two purposes are:
'To facilitate cooraination ana cooperation among arcfiaeoCogists in Ca[ifomia: (1) to
stimu[ate scientific researcfi in tfie arcfzaeofogy of Ca[ifomia, (2) to promote an£ maintain
stanaaras an£ goafs for arcfiaeofogy in Ca[ifomia, (3} to encourage tfie aevewpment ana use
of new tecfiniques for tfie 6etter recovery, interpretation, an£ preservation of arcfiaeowgica[
remains, (4) to conauct symposia ana meetings for tfie presentation of arcfiaeowgica[ matters,
an£ (5) to pu6{isfi ana aisseminate information on arcfiaeowgica[ researcfi in Ca[ijomia.
'To facifitate efforts 6etween arcfiaeowgists an£ a[[ citizens of Ca[ifomia: (6) to stimufate
greater pu6[ic interest in an£ pu6[ic unaerstanaing of tfie tecfiniques anagoafs of arcfzaeo{ogy
in CaCifomia, (7) to aisseminate eaucationa[ information to tfie pu6[ic, (8) to encourage ana
assist in tfie conservation of arcfiaeofogica[ remains for future researcfi an£ pu6fic f(nowfeage,
(9} to aiscourage an£ curtai[ tfie aestructive ezywitation in Ca[ijomia of arcfzaeowgica[
resources, ana (10) to increase pu6fic appreciation an£ support for scientific arcfiaeowgy in
Ca[ijomia.
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UpcoMiNG EVENTS
I

-August 7 1987 State Historical Resources Commission meeting, Benicia.
-August 20-30, 1987
16th Pacific Science
Congress, Seoul, Korea. Contact Dr Wong, 125
Vassal Lane, Cambridge, MA 02138.
-September 26, 1987 3rd Kelso Conference on Mojave Desert Prehistory. Contact Joan S. Schneider Department of Anthropology University of
California, Riverside, CA 92521.
-October 10, 1987. Society for California Archaeology Southern Data Sharing Meetings, University of California, Los Angeles. Contact John
Parker at (213) 825-1720 or 644-6141.
-October 16-18, 1987 3rd Annual California Indian Conference, Santa Barbara Museum of NatuTal History Santa Barbara. Contact: John
Johnson, Santa Barbara Museum of Natural
History 2559 Puesta del Sol, Santa Barbara, CA
93105 or phone (805) 682-4711.
-October 22-24, 1987 8th Annual Meeting of the
California Committee for the Promotion of History, Murphys, CA.

-October 31, 1987. Society for California Archaeology Northern Data Sharing Meetings, University of California, Davis. Contact Glenn J.
Farris at (916) 322-1506.
-November 6, 1987 State Historical Resources
Commission meeting, Southern California (to be
announced).
-January 13-17 1988. Society for Historical Archaeology Annual Conference, Reno. Note new
dates!
-March 24-26, 1988. Society for California Archaeology Annual Meeting, Redding.
-January 5-9, 1989. Society for Historical Archaeology Annual Conference; joint meeting
with American Institute of Archaeology American Philological Association, American School
for Oriental Research, and other groups. Baltimore, Maryland.
We need more items for the calendar. We also
need a new editor for this section who can root out
all of the important dates which should be included.
Any volunteers should contact the editors.

